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George D. Rollms III
800 Traction Avenue Suite 12
Los Angeles, California 90013
October 7, 2013

"

Members of the Los Angeles City Council:
District 1 Gilbert Cedillo, District 2 Paul Krekorian, District 3 Bob Blumenfield, District 4 Tom
LaBonge, District 5 Paul Koretz, District 6 Nury Martinez, District 7 Felipe Fuentes, District 8 Bernard
Parks, District 9 Curren D. Price, Jr., District 10 Herb J. Wesson, Jr., District 11 Mike Bonin, District 12
Mitchell Englander, District 13 Mitch O'Farrell, District 14 Jose Huizar; District 15 Joe Buscaino

Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Appeal of Case No. ZA 2013-1655 (CUB) (ZV) Conditional Use & ZoneVariance
828 E. Traction Avenue

Dear Council Members:

The following points form the basis for our appeal to overturn Associate Zoning Administrator Albert
Landini's approval of Case No. ZA 2013-1655 (CUB) (ZV) Conditional Use and Zone Variance 828 E.
Traction Avenue.

1. The project will not perform a function or provide a service that is Essential or Beneficial to the
community, city, or region.

2. The project's operations are not compatible with and will adversely affect the adjacent properties
and surrounding neighborhood, welfare and safety

3. The project does not confirm with the purpose, intent, or provisions of the General Plan,
Community Plan or any specific plan.

4. The proposed use will adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community

5. Grant.ing the application will result in an undue concentration of premises for the sale or dispensing
for consideration of alcoholic beverages.

G. The proposed use WILL detrimentally affect nearby approved Artist inResident residential
communities in the area of the City involved.

7. The proposed project will create an increased traffic hazard, congestion, and disruption of vehicular
circulation on adjacent streets.
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8. N/A

9. Application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance will not result in practical difficult or
unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and intent of the zoning regulations.

10. There are No special circumstances applicable to the property that do not apply generally to other
property in the same zone and vicinity.

11. Such a variance is not necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right
or use possessed by other property in the same zone and vicinity but which, because of such special
circumstances and practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships, is denied the property in question.

12, The granting of such variance will be materially detrimental to the public welfare, and injurious to
the property or improvements in the same zone and vicinity in which the property is located.

13. The granting of the variance will adversely affect the ArtistlLive/ Work element of the General Plan.

Inclosing let me repeat that this project was unable to garner ANY support from the community whose
legitimate and long standing Live/Work use would be negatively impacted by Mr.Moses' and Mr,
Kotser's personal ambitions.

The RCNe voted to rescind its support, LABABA voted to oppose the project, the LAPD vigorously
opposed the project after which some small concession were made. The Saint Xavier Chapel Japanese
Catholic Center opposes the project. The ArtsDistrict Community Council has voted to oppose the
project.

Neither I nor other members of the CD 14Voters Coalition oppose new development that adds value to
and that is compatible with this popular and historically significant neighborhood. Please understand
what has been built here and its importance to the residential renaissance that Downtown Los Angeles
is enjoying today Please take the long view.

Sincerely,

'/P7?!.,
George D. Rollins III

georgedl'oUins@gmail.com
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Appeal to Case No ZA 2012-1655 (CU8)(ZV)

The reasons for the aLlDeal:

I am submitting this Appeal on behalf of myself and other Arts District property owners and
residents because Zoning Commissioner Landini, found in favor of the applicant's proposal to
open a 17,927 square foot baribrewpub/restaurant in the residential heart of the neighborhood.
The Central Area Planning Commission failed to act. The Commission's failure to reach a
consensus (deadlocked vote 2-2) resulted in the automatic denial of the appeal and the
reaffirmation of the determination of the Zoning Administrator dated June 11, 2013.

The overwhelming majority of residents who live within the 500-foot radius ofthe proposed
site, as well as the Maryknoll Catholic Community Center, oppose this project because of the
negative impact that this specific kind of project will have on the longstanding residential nature
of the buildings that surround it and the Arts District in general.

We already have several business that serve alcohol within this area and we feel that a
bar/entertainment venue in this exact location would constitute a tipping point for the entire Arts
District, turning it, perhaps irrevocably, into an area known as a "fun zone destination" not the
artistic, live/work cradle ofthe downtown renaissance. Artists and other residents will be driven
out by the noise, congestion, and behavior of people drawn here to have an alcohol fueled
"good time", but who have no stake in the community itself and are completely unaware of the
residential nature of the surroundings.

By and large, the only remaining, direct support for this project, aside from that of Cedd Moses,
the applicant, the prospective landlord, and their paid consultants is one letter from the Office of
the outgoing Mayor, Office of Economic and Business Policy, Director Daniel Caroselli, who,
among other things, talks about "alcohol as a critical component'; of such operations, the
"generation of Sales Tax Revenue for the General Fund" and the project's minimal impact on
the city's infrastructure. Every other stake holder and area community group opposes the
project including the Los Angeles Police Department, (please see attached official letter), the
HCNC, LARABA, the Maryknoll Catholic Community Center, the surrounding property
owners, and the many residents who live within the 500-foot radius and elsewhere in the Arts
District

Additionally, Councilman Jose Huizar's letter to the zoning department appears to support the
view that the notification process was flawed and inadequate but that the process should move
forward with a more thorough distribution of the Zoning Administrator's ultimate Findings.
Huizar writes that broadly distributing the Finding would provide the community
"with an opportunity to appeal this decision should they decide to." At least publicly, the
Councilman does not appear to support this project over the strong feelings of the entire
community. THIS IS THE APPEAL of which he spoke.

Note: All of the above statements can be verified by the contents of the complete Findings and a
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study of omitted, incomplete, and in some cases, accidentally altered data. This appeal will
attempt to illuminate the particulars for the Appeal Board.

The points at Issue:

First and most importantly, this project fails to meet or pass ANY of the six conditions that the
City of Los Angeles Planning Department uses in their evaluation of these types of application
cases.

1. Incompatibility with the Neighborhood:

The size, hours of operation, and general nature of the proposed barlbrewpub/live
entertainment/restaurant are not compatible with the long standing residential nature of their
proposed Traction Avenue location. Although historically this area has M-3 zoning designation,
since the passing of the artists' live-work ordinance, Traction Avenue has become a densely
populated residential area.

Although in a last minute effort to get zoning approval, the applicant did reduce the size of the
project from 21,000 square feet to 17,927 square feet and withdraw his application for the
second full liquor license, thus reducing his total occupancy by 72 from the previous 368, we
feel that it is obvious that any fair minded analysis of these changes would indicate that they
would do nothing to lessen the impact that the project will have on the surrounding community.

This project will adversely or further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding
neighborhood, the welfare and safety of residents, visitors, business owners and workers.

2. Lack of Neighborhood Enhancement:

The proposed bar will not enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood nor
will it provide a service that is ESSENTIAL or BENEFICIAL to the community, city, county,
state, or region.

Although the property in question has, since its acquisition byits current owner some fifteen
years ago, been the least cared for on the street, the upper two floors are fully leased and the
ground floor would require little to clean up and lease to a business that would add value to the
community. The community is in need of many essential services such as grocery stores, dry
cleaners, etc. However, another bat on the street is in no way essential, and contrary to being
beneficial, would in fact be hugely detrimental to the ongoing welfare, well being, and continued
success of the community.

3. Non-Conformity with Community Plans:

The Industrial Land Use Policy memorandum issued by the Community Redevelopment
Agency, dated January 3, 2008, indicates that the property is located within an area identified
as an Industrial Mixed-Use District. For this area, the memorandum provides the following
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guidance: " ..allow industrial, neighborhood-serving commercial, and neighborhood-scale
professional service/office uses. Maintain and strengthen Artist in Residence District as
established in the Community Plan; continue to allow live/work uses ..." This accurate evaluation
of the neighborhood says nothing about encouraging the permitting of giant destination bars or
alcohol sales in general.

4. Safety and Welfare Risks for Residents:

Although promoted as a community bar and gathering place, its huge size, amenities (26
skee-ball lanes, ping pong tables, and live entertainment) mark it clearly as a "destination bar"
hoping to attract hundreds of nightly patrons from all over the city, creating a nightmare for the
residents who live and work, in many cases, within 100 feet of the project. The "fun zone
destination" concept exacerbates the already untenable and unresolved parking situation for the
residents and local businesses. It also invites numerous troubles.

We are in agreement with Captain Horace E. Frank of the LAPD who writes:

"The primary concern with this request in that this project is located in a
predominantly residential area which is currently over saturated with existing Alcoholic
Beverage Control (ABC) locations. Introducing an additional ABC license location to
this area would be disruptive to the community and would result in the degradation of
quality of life for this community. Additionally, it would create a hardship for the many
residents who reside in the area by creating traffic issues due to insufficient parking
spaces, increase in noise and increased pedestrian traffic. The Department does not
believe that this use constitutes a public necessity or convenience. If permitted, it is
opined that the activities associated with this location would act to further burden
police resources as well as cause an increase in crime."

Mr. Moses already owns several bars in the central downtown area and in that area this type
operation may have merit, but not in a long established, professionallive/work residential setting.

5.. Undue Concentration of Alcohol-serving Premises:

According to Mr. Landini's Findings, granting this application will contribute to an already
undue concentration of such premises in the neighborhood. However. he justifies his decision by
writing that downtown in general is a "destination area" where undue concentration of alcohol
serving premises is needed. This thinking reveals a fundamental ignorance of the nature of the
Arts District and the Traction Avenue community in particular. At the April 2 hearing, Mr.
Landini stated that he was unaware that there are hundreds oflegal residential units located
within the 500-foot radius of the proposed bar. This revelation was shocking to the assembled
residents, some ofwbom have been residing in their residential lofts for 25 years. I, for one,
have owned my I5-unit residential artist's loft building, 800 Traction Ave, since 1978.

There ate already six establishments with ABC licenses along Third Street where it intersects
with Traction Avenue and a large brewpub on Traction Avenue less than two and one half
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blocks away from the proposed site. We believe the community is already well-served by these
existing alcohol serving establishments.

6. Detrimental Affect on the Community:

If this decision is allowed to stand, I believe that in the long term property values will be driven
down not up. Increased traffic, noise, congestion, and crime associated with a large destination
bar will diminish the area's quality of life to such an extent that resident artists will be driven out
of the neighborhood.

The community feels that we are at a critical tipping point. If this project is allowed to go
forward, we will be taking the first major step toward turning the Arts District into the Bar
District. This would be a verybad thing for all of Los Angeles.

Abuse of Decision-makers discretion

Relative to how the community and I are aggrieved by this decision, there is a framework and
specific set of criteria put in place by the government of this city designed to protect the legal
rights and welfare of its citizens in zoning cases. We feel that this framework and these criteria,
although referred to throughout the Findings, were completely ignored by the decision maker in
almost every instance. Any fair-minded evaluation of the facts of this case would draw very
different conclusions from the data provided. Mr. Landini even ignores the relevant data
provided by the department's able staff. We, the community, simply do not understand how it is
possible to justify the conclusion that he drew in this case. We feel that we have been betrayed
by the decision-maker and that he has egregiously erred and abused his discretion in this matter.
He erred by twisting and ignoring the facts of the case so that he could approve this application.
The community is outraged by his conclusions. Weare depending on you; the members of this
commission; to rectify this insulting abuse of power. We demand that the zoning process be fair
minded and take into consideration the needs and concerns of the residents who will be directly
impacted by the proj ect,

The most frustrating aspect of this entire process is trying to communicate to the board the total
disconnect between the "Basis for Conditional Use Permits", meaning the specific criteria used
to justify granting such uses otherwise not permitted by right and the conclusions drawn by the
decision-maker. The specific data collected by department staff, the massive input from
community members; local organizations and the LAPD overwhelmingly contradicts Mr.
Landini's conclusions.

The bases for this appeal is simply that Mr. Landini's decision in this case did not follow
logically from the consideration of the overwhelming preponderance of evidence presented and
that any fair minded evaluation of this evidence would render the opposite decision. Time after
time, Mr. Landini draws conclusions that seem to have no bearing on the evidence to which he
refers and in fact contradict that evidence. For example, on page 54 Mr. Landini refers to the
"SO letters of opposition largely from nearby residents ...., the close proximity of nearby
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residential uses to the subject site as well as the crowded on-street parking arrangements" and
on page 55 states that there APPEARED TO BE A THREAD of support for a reduced size
project and concludes that by reducing the size ofthe bar from 21,000 square feet to 17, 923
square feet, limiting the hours of the outdoor patios, and accepting the withdrawal of the second
full liquor license which reduces occupancy by 72 from the original 378, there will be an
acceptable level of mitigation. His conclusion is completely illogical and absurd. The reduction
in hours and capacity are trivial. This is essentially the same project.

Further on page 55, Mr. Landini refers to the fraudulent petition of support collected by the
prospective landlord, Mr. Kotzer. This petition predominantly contains the names of Mr.
Kotzer's Non-Residential Tenants and employees at other locations who have out of the area
phone prefixes and addresses. Mr. Landini concludes that "numbers outside the local calling
zone gave credence to the observations that downtown in general is developing into a more
intense regional commercial draw". Names solicited by uninformed and distant signers should
have no impact on the decision of the Commissioner. Mr. Landini stated at the April 2 hearing
that the residents within the 500-foot radius should have a larger say in the process. If that is the
case, then why is it that signatures on a petition from people outside of the immediate area are a
decisive factor in the decision-making process?

These are only two examples of Mr. Landini's flawed and illogical conclusion from dozens that
appear throughout the document.

George D. Rollins III
Appellant
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Transcriptions Central Area Planning Commission August 27, 2013

The following are transcribed statements" from the audio recording of the August 27, 2013
Central Area Planning Committee of Los Angeles Regular Meeting held at Los Angeles City Hall
200 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California, 1.0Floor, Room 1070, 4:30 P.M.

More specifical.ly they are transcriptions of the decisions of Central Area Planning.
Commissioner Vice President Chanchanit MartoreH and Central Area Planning Commissioner
Marsha L. Brown concerning:
Appeal of Case No. ZA 2013-1655 (CUB) (ZV) Conditional Use & Zone Variance
828 E. Traction Avenue

Decision of Chachanit Martorell, Vice President Central Area Planning Commission:

Okay. I just want to say just how commendable it is to hear from the community. I
praise them for demonstrating such community ownership. They've created I believe a
sacred space for creative, innovative, artistic, and enlightened minds and a place for
worship. It has become a sanctuary, a hub, a haven an oasis; and we really in this city
need an environment that will inspire and we, I think, need to protect that kind of
environment and we need to revere and cherish our artists. I really believe that they
have become the social fiber of this community and, and they are the social human
capital of this community. They have built a neighborhood that is worth preserving, that's
worth valuing and I really believe that the findings in my opinion cannot be made in
support of the application because I feel that it is detrimental for the community and will
be out of character and context with the community.

Now I also, on the other hand, see that theestab/ishment the operator of this
business that wishes to come into the community has a reputable reputation and they
have shown and demonstrated that they can operate responsibly, professionally and
quality service oriented and of quality. They cannot I understand control individual
behavior of their consumers, their customers etc., but my concern that it creates a
slippery slope because it will be an additional establishment where there are eight
others that are selling alcohol and it will create an environment that is not conducive to
that sanctuary that I had mentioned, that sacred space and I really find that we have to
look ahead and look towards the future.

Granted that it was zoned initially as M-3 we know that manufacturing is gone
not just in this city but in this country, sadly unfortunately that is why we have a rust belt
in part of this country and it may be zoned M-3 and at the present time because it was
previously zoned, but looking ahead when it does go through a new re-zoning process it
is most likely that it will not be re-zoned M-3. So, I think for the sake of the future we
really need to think in the long term and think of why it is necessary to really protect this
community and really think about how this M-3 zoning will be just obsolete. Thank you.
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Decision of Marsha L. Brown, Central Area Planning Commissioner:

This is Commissioner Marsha Brown. Really listening to the testimony on both
sides, for me it was not about Gedd Moses and his ability to run a high quality
establishment. I believe that I must applaud his representatives who presented their
case today because I felt that they did a very good job at that. This is not about Mr.
Moses' character nor for me was it about parking spaces or the convenience of parking
for the local residents. The issue for me was that the community came out in force and
made it extremely cleat: and their voices vibrated throughout this room and struck my
eardrums, in that this project is not wanted in this community, it is not welcome in this
community, and J don't want the operator to take that as far as stating, as far as from
myself, that I didn't feel that his representatives presented their case well or that he ran
a poor business. You had his employees testifying, you had business partners coming
to testify, but the residents who live in the community made it quite clear that they are in
opposition to having this particular type of business in this space.

And so for that very reason and that very reason alone, it was not only several
but a lot, I am going to be opposed to the project being in this particular community.

The other thing that was of significance to me was that the area is predominantly
residential, the outreach I felt was poor to the residents. I saw the list that was provided
and for that very reason I wanted to hear from the operator's representative regarding
what they have personally done to perhaps provide some sort of concession or dialogue
with the community and I feft that the community's concerns weren 'taddressed and
they weren't addressed early on.

But in any event the other thing was that swayed my decision was the existing
LAPD, and reading on page 3 of (; it states, 'We are in agreement with Captain Horace
E. Frank of the LAPD" and they provided that quote.

One of the things we are all facing as our beautiful city expands is the necessity
of doing more with less, and the Los Angeles Police Department is already burdened by
high crime and I just feel an establishment of this type iii this artsy community is just not
conducive to the neighborhood that they have already created and the type of
neighborhood that they would like to create in the future. And when you have people
who don 'f live in the neighborhood coming into the neighborhood for business purposes
I am always going to put more weight on the people who are actually residing in the
neighborhood and who are going to be impacted by the establishment. So, the
testimony of the people who lived within 500 feet of this project weighed very heavily
for me and that was what really prompted me to make the decision to be in opposed to
the project. And very strongly opposed to the project. And I'm sure this Mr. Moses is a
successful business man and it's a big city and this project is not welcomed there and I
would also question why you would want to be in a place where the neighbors really
don't want you, They have a vision for their neighborhood, and I want to support their
vision.

* Audio recording of the August 27, 2013 Central Area Planning Commission Regular Meeting provided
by Central Area Planning Commission



George Rollins, Property Owner
800 Traction Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90013

Phone: (;n3) 400-1119 E-Mail: georgedrollins@gmail,coll1

Councilman Jose Huizar, welcome to the Arts District, the birthplace of the downtown
renaissance!

From 1975 to 2005, artists laid the groundwork for today's wildly successful
repopulation of downtown Los Angeles. Over this thirty-year period, they built the
community which made the downtown renaissance possible and which has made the
Arts District, in particular, the most desirable residential address in the central city.

Over the years, it was their energy and creativity and the investment of a handful of
small, forward looking developers which transformed what is now the Arts District
from a no-man's land of crime and obsolete, disused manufacturing buildings into the
vibrant, desirable community we see today,

Why is it so desirable? Because of this energy and because it is REAL. Why is it
real? Because it was able to grow organically. Why was it able to grow organically?
Because its residents vigorously and tirelessly defended it against powertul outside
interests that did not understand what was being accomplished here.

It is our sincere hope that you, Councilman Huizar, will support the residents of the
Arts District in our efforts to attract new development projects that will enhance the
lives of all those who live here and add value to our community. If, for example, we
allow the area to become overrun with oversized destination bars that do not fit into
the fabric of the community, a tipping point will soon be reached and the quality of life
that has made the Arts District so desirable will be lost forever.

Let's work together to continue building an exciting, relevant, and sustainable
downtown Los Angeles. Every neighborhood is unique and every neighborhood is
important. It is our duty as citizens and leaders to nurture the best in each.
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